




Shlnho BEFORE USE THD-500-FD 

* * Before use * * 

THD-500-FA and THD-500-FB respectively have interchangeability to the temperature sensor 
and the humidity sensor by plug-in system. Therefore it makes the maintenance easily. 

● As for the humidity measurement. 
Humidity is well-known as temperatur1;, however, the handling is uneasy. Sometimes, 5伽
or greater of difference is occurred when the measuring point moves only several cent1-
meters. For example, to control 101,RH of humidity is as difficult as to control 1℃ of 
temperature. Mount the humidity detector selecting the most suitable measuring location. 

Humidity sensor will be degraded owing to the working atmosphere, and the life will be 
greatly different. Avoid mountingしhe humidity detector in the atmosphere: chlorine gas, 
hydrogen chloride gas, sulfur dioxide, etc. or the water directly splash on the sensor. 

[Surface of the temperature sensor should not be stained too.] 
Sensor life is approximately 10000 hours in general atmosphere such as office room. 
(If the gases kind, etc. is not clear, consult with us.) 
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<Type of the temperature sensor> 
A: Platinum thin film RTD (TD-S) 
B: Semi-conductor integrated type temperature detector (TD-S2) 

<Type of the humidity sensor> 

2. External dimension and name of the sections (Al I dimensions in mm) 

2. 1 THD-500-FA 

Sensor cap 
Protective tube 6-core heat proof cord 
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L1=184 (or 110) 
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Crimp terminal 
1. 25-YASS4 

Diameter approx. ¢, 5, 

Sensor length (Ll) 
旦

Lot No. 
Lead length (L2) 

L2=2000 or specified 200 
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Capacitance change type humidity sensor (HD-S2)
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S1&lnlio SPECIFICATIONS 

6. Specifications

6. 1 THD-500-FA

Name : Hygrothermo detector 

Model : THD-500-FA 

Measuring range : Temperature, 0 to 50℃ 
Humid1 ty, 5 to 95 % RH 

Type of sensor : Temperature, Platinum thin film RTD, (Pt 100 B class) 
Humidity, 

Dimension : Full length 110mm or 184mm (specified when ordering) 
Refer to the external dimension (page 3) 

Mounting method : Panel fixing type using bush 

Material : Protective tube, Aluminium, painted Color, Black 
Cap, Polyacetal Color, Black 
Bush to mount, Polyacetal Color, Mauve 
Lead wire, Heat proof rubber 2m (Standard) 

Accuracy : Temperature, 土(o. 3 + o. oos It I l℃ (PtlOO B class) 
: Humidity, 土5がRH (at 5 to45℃) 

Response : Temperature, 35s (63.2% response) 

THD-500-FO 

Humidity, Within 1 minute (Time to reach 90% of 30←→ 80%HH) 
Hysteresis : Humidity, 与0% RH (stability time, 20 minutes) 
Output : Temperature, 3-wire system lOOQ at 0℃ (Pt100 B class) 

Humidity, 0 to 1Vdc (Correspond to O to 100%RH) 
(Output impedance lOOQ) 

Applicable 
temperature range : 0 to 50

゜

C (non-condensing) 

Storage environment: -20 to 60゜

C, 5 to 90'f.RH (non-condensing) 
Supply voltage : 5Vdc (Within 士5%) (Current consumption, approx. 5mA) 

Weight : 130g when Full length 110mm, Lead length 2m. 

Accessories 
150g when Full length 184mm, Lead length 2m. 

: Instruction manual 1 copy 
Panel mounting bush 1 set (30g) 
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Capacitance change type



Capacitance change type
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